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Computer Aided (dis)Assembly Using Visual Cues.�B. Lamiroy, C. Schmid, R. Mohr M. Tonko, K. Sch�afer, H.-H. NagelMovi Institut f�ur AlgorithmenGravir Laboratoryy und Kognitive SystemeUniversity of Karlsruhe655 Avenue de l'Europe Am Fasanengarten 5, Postfach 698038330 Montbonnot St. Martin, France 76128 Karlsruhe, Germany.AbstractIn this paper we propose a new vision based methodfor realizing automated disassembly tasks. We appliedour method to identi�cation and localization of partsof a car engine, but the method can be generalized toa broad range of assembly or disassembly tasks. Thegeneral outline of the algorithm we propose is the fol-lowing :1. Identifying the global object and its pose in corre-spondence with known models .2. Extrapolating the visual information to localize in-dividual parts in the scene.3. Visually control the tasks concerning the foundparts.We shall mainly focus on the �rst two steps of thegiven algorithm, referring to the last step only briey.The originality of our approach mainly lies in twopoints :� The "models" used for the recognition task con-sist of selected views of the objects to recognize(in our case, pictures of car engines) obtained bya standard image acquisition system. This allowsus to have a robust recognition algorithm, with-out any inuence of synthetic information whichcould haphazard identi�cation.� In order to "extrapolate" the synthetic informa-tion of a higher semantic nature, which is neces-sary for the assembly/disassembly task, the model�This paper was presented at the I.A.R. Annual Meeting,Karlsruhe, Germany, November 1996yA joint research project between Cnrs, Inpg, Inria andUjf.

images are enriched with the needed informationon the right spots. In other terms, symbolic in-formation is added to the model images. Use ofthe trilinearity constraint, for instance, then al-lows us to locate precisely the parts that need tobe accessed, even if they are invisible in the con-trol images.1 IntroductionOne of the promising and interesting applicationsof computer vision is visual control. Indeed, numer-ous industrial tasks or processes would be greatly im-proved if a visual control process was integrated intothe global control loop. Major impacts would be foundin the domain of exibility, reduced calibration times,or less stringent positioning requirements, if the sys-tem were able to identify in a (semi) autonomous man-ner the objects it is to manipulate, and to �nd theirlocation in the observed scene. In order to accomplishthis kind of tasks, it needs certain amount of informa-tion concerning these objects in order to identify andmanipulate them in a correct way.Several authors [10], [2], [1] have shown that use ofsynthetic data for modeling objects can have a verynegative inuence on object recognition tasks. Chenand Mulgaonkar [1] have shown, that for simple ob-jects, the most sophisticated and complete syntheticmodels could not predict with su�cient accuracy theaspect of the real image.On the other hand, the information that can be em-bedded in synthetic data is of a capital importance forautomatically manipulating objects in a wide rangeof applications (industrial assembly/disassembly be-ing one of them [11]), one could for instance considerdensity, weight, type of matter, coe�cients of friction



or resistance to pressure, etc. For sake of convenience,we shall refer to the totality of supplementary data,be it synthetic or obtained through measurements, asCAD data.It is clear that use of CAD only is insu�cient for ob-taining valid results in a real world environment whererecognition and localization of objects is concerned. Itis clear also, that mere use of visual data cannot pre-tend to o�er the physical information that an indus-trial application would require. We therefore presenta method integrating real visual data as well as CADinformation using either where necessary. We de�nean environment of application, which we model by anumber of key views, taken with standard imageryequipment. According to the tasks we need to per-form, we enrich these images with projections of CADmodels of the objects we need to manipulate in thescene, at the spots they are located at in the image.When an unknown image of a scene is shown to oursystem, we use only the visual information to get a po-sitioning relative to the appropriate key views. Oncethis position obtained, we are capable of extrapolat-ing the known CAD objects in the new scene. In ourapplication, the model images consist of overall viewsof di�erent car engines, taken from several viewpoints;the CAD objects are individual parts within the en-gine.The outline of this paper is the following : we �rstgive a brief recall of the recognition algorithms andtheir justi�cation used in our approach. Secondly wepresent a unifying method of these algorithms, givinga general application scheme. Finally we give someresults, and conclude.2 CAD Information Recovery2.1 Object RecognitionRecent developments in object recognition tech-niques [9], [6], [7] have led to consider that there mightbe more to the visual cues than just image signal infor-mation. Indeed, in [8] we develop methods allowing torecover CAD data from pre-treated image scenes. Theresults shown in this paper were of a general order,and the presented methods had the inconvenience tobe mutually complementary, solving the problem onlyin areas where appropriate hypotheses on the scenescould be assumed. We now present a unifying ap-proach, integrating both methods into an operationalrecognition scheme. We shall �rst briey recall theapproaches described in [8].

Considering the two recognition methods describedin [9] and [6] it is possible to recover CAD data frompre-treated images. Both methods are similar in thesense that both match local descriptors between im-ages for recognition using an indexing technique. Thedescriptors are chosen for their invariance (or quasi-invariance) to viewpoint changes. Once matched be-tween two images, a global veri�cation using a Hough-like vote, allow the �ltering of outliers, mismatchesand noise. So as a summary of both methods :1. An unknown image, containing one or several ofthe model objects, is presented to the system.The objects in this image need not necessarilybe in the same position as the model objects. Acertain tolerance in viewpoint change is allowed.Similar image cues are extracted, and comparedto those in the associative memory. The resultof this comparison - complexity O(q), where q isthe number of image cues - is a list of possiblematches between several of the model images andthe presented, unknown image.2. A global criterion is used to �lter out incoherentmatches. According to the method, this varies inapplication :(a) Schmid uses a robust local neighborhoodveri�cation, requiring that 30% of the cuesof the image in a given zone are matched tomodel cues in a similar zone.(b) Lamiroy implements a generalized Houghtransform to select the best similarity trans-form approximation for the apparent motionbetween the models and the image.This response - i.e. highest number of coherentmatches - is used as a classi�cation distance be-tween the models and the image; the highest re-sponse corresponding to the most similar model.[9] primally uses signal based information, the in-terest point extraction being an enhanced Harris de-tector. Therefore the method is sensible to image in-tensity, illumination and light source orientation. Theadvantage of the method is mainly that, due to thefact that preliminary extraction of interest points isrobust, and furthermore the fact that the local de-scriptors are extremely selective, the approach is veryprecise and robust in the area of its application. Thisarea can be de�ned as the one using images with aconstant illumination source, textured objects with novarying texture. ` [6] has a radically opposed approachwhere the local descriptors are concerned. Based on an



initial line segmentation of the image, this approachsu�ers from the major drawbacks image segmentationpresents : medium precision, problems of over- andunder-segmentation, as well as di�erent kinds of par-ticular problems where occlusion is concerned. Its ad-vantages consist in the fact that segments are a moreabstract kind of information with a higher semanticcontent. Furthermore, the recognition method doesnot rely directly on image texture and/or intensity(although the preliminary segmentation process does),and is therefore less inuenced by a variation of these.Its domain of application tends more towards recogni-tion of objects in a clean and structured environmentwith clear edges.The main force of both methods, however, mainlyresides in the fact that both solve for recognition (oridenti�cation) and matching of the image cues at thesame time. Since both approaches basically have thesame way of solving the problem, the image cues setapart, one can �nd a simple way to summarize bothmethods into a single one, merging both domains ofapplication. Su�ces to introduce a geometric con-straint into the Schmid approach [9] in order to geta mutually coherent voting system.Algorithm :� Extract image cues : since both methods rely ondi�erent image cues, we extract both types : in-terest points for the Schmid algorithm [9], linejunctions for Lamiroy [6].� Match image cues : the image cues are matchedusing the standard indexing technique describedabove. The result is a list of couples of image cuesthat form plausible matches.
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Figure 1: Example of compatible and incompatiblematches, both segments matches A�A0 and B�B0 aswell as the connected interest points induce the samemotion, while the mismatch 4�40, combined with anyother point match will induce an incoherent motion.

A supplementary step is now added to the [9] al-gorithm : instead of checking explicitly the neigh-borhood of each point for coherent matches, theentire neighborhood is used to form matched cou-ples. Each of these couples induces a similaritymovement between the image and the model itmatched. This movement being identical to theone used in the [6] algorithm, it can be used to ex-press a vote in the corresponding Hough space. Inother terms, given the con�gurations expressingindividual matches between a particular modeland the image in Fig. 1, each match between acon�guration of segments (A�A0 and B�B0) de-�ne a unique similarity transform. Similarly, fora given match of interest points (e.g. 1� 10) eachcouple of matches (1�10; x�x0), where x belongsto the near vicinity of 1, de�nes a unique similar-ity as well. It is clear that coherent couples, like(1�10; 2�20) and (1�10; 3�30) will de�ne similartransforms, while mismatches like (1� 10; 4� 40)de�ne transforms that are quite di�erent.� The voting stage, now consists of two inputs, onecoming from the Schmid algorithm [9], the otherfrom the Lamiroy [6] algorithm. Since coherentvotes will tend to form clusters in the similar-ity transform parameter space (or Hough space),voting will consist in enumerating the transformsde�ned by all matches in the parameter space ofthe appropriate model.� The result of the voting process is an ordered listof models, the ones having received the most co-herent votes having the more dense clusters intheir Hough space, and thus corresponding to themore likely models.3 Recovering the CAD DataGiven a image base of pre-treated model im-ages we shall call B, and given an unknown imagecalled I, we need to answer the following questions :Q1="What scene (or model image of B) I belongsto ?", Q2="What CAD objects can be found in thisscene, and where do they project in I ?". We answeredto Q1 in the previous paragraph. Q2 corresponds tothe recovery of the CAD data that was embedded inthe model images.We propose a geometric approach to the recoveryof the CAD data. Once we've matched a model imageto the unknown image, we should be able to calculatea relationship between the two images. By express-ing this link between them with a geometric relation,



we only need to apply this geometric relation to theCAD information in the model image to retrieve itslocation in the unknown image. There are two waysof recovering this kind of relationship. One consists inusing the matches between the image and the foundmodel during the voting process of the previous phaseto estimate an homography between the two images,the other uses the matches between the image cuesof the model and the image to estimate the epipo-lar geometry between the unknown image and its twoclosest models, using the well known trilinear relationbetween the three to predict the position of the CADdata in the former.The similarity obtained from the voting stage isan approximation of the real transform between themodel and the image, as it is known that in the gen-eral case there exists no geometric relation betweentwo images of a same scene. An approximation byhomography, however, can reveal itself of a su�cientnature if the following conditions are met :� The general scene is su�ciently "at" in order tohave a global transform that is relatively close tothe approximated homography. This is because,for two images of a plane, there does exist a pro-jective relationship between the two, called ho-mography.� The CAD data represents objects that are eithersu�ciently "at", or that are small enough com-pared to the whole scene, not to be a�ected bythe projective aberrations one can expect.These conditions are general enough to be applica-ble in a large number of applications. Generally, in thecase of automatic assembly/disassembly, the cameracan be freely positioned if conserve weak perspective,and if the observed scene is relatively simple, "at-ness" can be assumed.One could argue that the approximation by homog-raphy only holds for a limited number of situations,and that, as an attempt to model the apparent mo-tion between images, better models exist. This is true.However, since there exists no exact relationship be-tween two images, another constraint needs to be in-troduced. The trilinear constraint uses a third imageto obtain an exact result for the transform betweentwo images and a third one. In our case, this wouldmean that we match the unknown image to its twoclosest models to obtain the required three images.However, one must bear in mind that the process in-volved in calculating the trilinear relationship betweenthem is numerically far more instable.

� Firstly, the particular system is quite inuencedby unprecise or erroneous matches. The recog-nition and matching process being of a robustnature, it easily tolerates a certain number ofmismatches between the image and the models.This pinpoints a fundamental di�erence betweenthe two approaches. Furthermore, the recogni-tion and matching system relies on few but in-formationnaly rich points, while the estimationprocess for the trilinear relations preferably re-quires a high number of points increasing the gapbetween the two.� Secondly, one needs two model images to bematched to the unknown one. This can be con-sidered as a constraint when the number of modelimages available is low, or when di�erent modelimages are su�ciently similar to introduce an am-biguity into the recognition and matching pro-cess. Moreover, the fact that two model im-ages are involved increases the risk of having mis-matches, and causing the estimation process tofail.We shall show results of both approaches in di�er-ent situations at the end of this paper.4 Visually Controlling a TaskNow we've obtained the positioning of the CADobject of interest in our current image we can use thisinformation to guide a robot to execute a speci�c task.Calculating the 3D position of the object [3, 4] or theuse of visual control systems such as [5] do not falldirectly in the scope of this paper, but the interestedreader can refer to the cited publications. The use ofour approach is quite directly adaptable to the citedsystems, most of which assume a manual identi�cationof the visual goal. The use of our approach couldrender these applications semi-automated, the manualde�nition of the visual goals being restricted to themodel images only.5 Some ResultsIn this series of tests, we took about ten imagesof an air �lter of a car engine. We then took anotherimage, and compared it to our model base as describedabove in order to retrieve the closest model image.The result of this recognition step is shown in Fig 2.



Figure 2: Unknown image (left) and model imagefound to match the unknown image (right)

Figure 3: Localized screws in the unknown image(left), and the model image with superposed CADData, delimiting the air �lter and the screws.Furthermore we added visual CAD data to our modelimages (as shown in Fig 3).We propose to localize two screws on the top ofthe air �lter, and this with the two methods describedabove : �rst using the estimation of the best approx-imating homography, secondly by using the trilinearconstraint between the two closest model images andthe unknown image. For the �rst case, we recall thatthe real motion between the images is not an homog-raphy, but that the di�erence in viewpoint is smallenough to assume that this is a decent approximation.1. We did not represent the results of this methodhere. We obtained the location of the CAD ob-jects (screws on top of the �lter) within 5 pixelsin the unknown image.2. We retrieved the point matches between the un-known image and its two closest models and cal-culated the trilinear relations between them. Asshown in Fig. 3, we obtain a localization within

1 pixel of the correct position, thus greatly im-proving the previous results.6 ConclusionWe presented a method allowing to identify CADdata in real images taken from an unknown viewpoint.It requires the identi�cation of this CAD data in somekey images that model the span of viewpoints the un-known image may cover. We showed that our methodallows a fair precision within 1 pixel. This method isparticularly suited for automatic or computer assisteddisassembly tasks. Indeed, with our method the sys-tem only needs to acquire a number of key views al-lowing it to recognize the objects it is to manipulate.It is then possible to recognize objects in any position,and to precisely locate parts that need to be operatedon. From there on, known algorithms can predict the3D position and orientation of the parts and guide arobot to undertake the necessary actions.References[1] C.H. Chen and P.G. Mulgaonkar. CAD-basedfeature-utility measures for automatic vision pro-gramming. In Direction in Automated CAD-Based Vision, pages 106{114. ieee Computer So-ciety Press, 1991.[2] D.J. Clemens and D.W. Jacobs. Model-group indexing for recognition. In Proceed-ings of darpa Image Understanding Workshop,Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, pages 604{613,September 1990.[3] D. Dementhon and L.S. Davis. Model-based ob-ject pose in 25 lines of code. International Journalof Computer Vision, 15(1/2):123{141, 1995.[4] F. Dornaika. Contributions �a l'int�egration vi-sion/robotique : calibrage, localisation et as-servissement. Th�ese de doctorat, Institut Na-tional Polytechnique de Grenoble, lifia{imag{inria Rhône-Alpes, September 1995.[5] B. Espiau, F. Chaumette, and P. Rives. Anew approach to visual servoing in robotics.ieee Transactions on Robotics and Automation,8(3):313{326, 1992.[6] B. Lamiroy and P. Gros. Rapid object indexingand recognition using enhanced geometric hash-
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